Straight-Shooting Leadership Speaking with Lisa Martin

Engage a crowd with one of 5 topics based on Lisa’s Lead + Live Better™ leadership development programs. Or talk to Lisa about other leadership topics important to your organization. Keynotes can range between 60-minute to half-day sessions.

**BE A ROCKSTAR LEADER:**
Make Your Performance Shine

- This session shows people how to be the kind of leader who readily innovates, inspires and delivers.
- 6 essential skills for anyone who wants to take their leadership to an elite and sustainable level.

**BE THE ULTIMATE EXECUTIVE:**
Increase Your Impact

- Leaders learn how to deliver exceptional executive leadership in this session.
- 6 key skills for those who want to maximize their impact on their organization, its employees and possibly far beyond.

**BRIEFCASE MOMS:**
Harmonize it All

- Leaders find out how to create more harmony between their professional and personal roles in this session.
- Practical tips for high-potential women who want to thrive in their leadership and life.

**LIVE BIGGER:**
Transform Playing Small to Living Big

- This session will show individuals what it takes to live a values-based, purpose-driven life.
- 6 key practices for those who want to excel as leaders and reach their boldest dreams.

**MASTER THE ART OF THRIVING:**
Lead + Live to Your Fullest Potential

- Individuals learn what it takes to reach their greatest potential as a leader and in life in this session.
- 6 advanced life skills to go beyond living, to thriving.

---

**BOOK LISA**

- Find out more about her story: lisamartininternational.com/team/lisa
- Read her bio: lisamartininternational.com/media
- Take a look at her TV pilot lisamartininternational.com/media